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Armed Forces History Museum
2050 34th Way North • Largo, Florida 33771
Phone: (727) 539-8371
From Interstate I-275 Southbound
Take exit #31 (SR 688/Ulmerton Road). Drive west on SR
688 for 6.6 miles, passing Belcher Road. Turn right on
34th Way North. Citgo gas station will be at the corner
of 34th Way North and Ulmerton Road (approximately
¼ mile west of Belcher Road intersection). Follow this
street to the cul de sac. The entrance to the museum
will be at the end of the street.
From Interstate I-275 Northbound
Travel north on I-275, merge onto FL-686W, exit #30
toward Largo/Clearwater. Follow 686 north to the

merge ramp to SR 688 West (Ulmerton Road). Travel
west for approximately 5 miles and turn right on 34th
Way North. Citgo gas station will be at the corner of
34th Way North and Ulmerton Road (approximately
¼ mile west of Belcher Road intersection). Follow this
street to the cul de sac. The entrance to the museum
will be at the end of the street.
From the Beaches
Take Ulmerton Road east past the Starkey Road intersection. Left hand turn lane at Citgo Gas Station has
been closed. Take next possible U-turn and back track
to Citgo Gas Station, turning right on 34th Way N. Follow this street to the cul de sac and the entrance to the
museum.
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represents - and that is history. This is not an earth shattering
revelation, but the models we build represent a part of our past
that we need to remember. That is the best part of this club: Charlie
will bring the 549th variant of the ME-109 and tell us what was so
special about it. George Cost will bring his latest 1/700th warship,
and we get to learn something new. Every member has a story to
tell through the models that they bring in to share with us.
I started the new mold Tamiya Yamato last year. It was to be my
first ship model and I bought it because of the kit. But while doing
some looking around on my Google machine, I learned that this ship
too has a story to tell. Mike Hanson loaned me a book (yes Mike
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I haven’t forgotten and I still have it) and for the first time I have
started learning more about this vessel than I ever would have thought
possible. It has made the project that much more interesting and now
it won’t be just a box of plastic that I will spend the next 6 months or
so to complete. When it’s done I won’t spend hours at show-and-tell
boring you with the details, but the experience has already changed
the way I will look at the subjects I choose to build in the future.
History and modeling really are kind of cool.
Dave Fredrickson

All contents Copyright 2014
by the Pelikan Model Club.
All rights reserved
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CLUB NEWS

CLUB NEWS

February 2014 Swap Meet

Build a Model Camp
Come join the fun and learn the basics
of building a Level 1, snap together scale
model. A brief history of model building,
additional insight on various skill levels,
building dioramas using your scale model
and information on painting and decorating
scale models is hosted by the Pelikan Club
and presented by Family Time News.

We had a fairly good turnout
of sellers at the Swap Meet.

The next Model Camp for 2014 will take place on Sunday, May 18,
2014 from 12:30 PM to 2 PM.
Additional 2014 Dates:
Sunday, May 18th
Sunday, June 22nd
Sunday, July 13th
Sunday, August 17th
Sunday, September 14th

Trunks full of stuff

Sunday, October 12th
Build-A-Model Camp admission is ONLY $18.
The camp package is valued at over $50 and includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tour of the museum
Set of authentic military dog tags
Ride on the motion theater simulator
Scale model and supplies
Certificate
Parents are invited to sign up to join their child or they may tour
the museum at a discounted rate of $9.95.

Don’t forget a chair!

Anybody want a 1/72 Japanese
Submarine?

Who: Ages 8 – Adult
Location: Armed Forces History Museum
2050 34th Way N., Largo, FL 33772
Time: 12:30 – 2:00 pm
Please register and prepay for the Build-A-Model camp by calling
Kathy at 727-539-8371, ext. 110. On the weekends, please call
(727) 539-8371 and press 6 for the front desk attendant who will be
able to assist you. Visit the link below for more information and to
download a model camp registration form:

http://armedforcesmuseum.com/build-a-model-camp.html
Spending time talking about models.
Weather was very cooperative
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Photos by George Hecht
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In Coming!

In Coming!

Here are some of the latest products to hit the shelves,
just waiting to be added to your wish lists!
Freedom Model 1:48 scale:
X-47B drone; Item #FD18001;
No need to worry about a cockpit
on this baby!

Andrea Press - How to Photograph Scale Models A Complete Guide to Digital Photography; J.M. Villalba
item #AP-541 48 pages; over 100 full-color photos

Kitty Hawk - 1:48 scale, F-101 A/C Voodoo, Item #35156
The kit will have two sheets of decals which will provide
four different USAF marking options. PE detail parts are
also included.

Revell, 1:24 scale, Mini Cooper Winner:
Rally Monte Carlo 1964, Plastic kit features
full engine detail with an opening hood,
separate exhaust assembly, movable
wheels and a fully detailed interior.

Revell - Space Shuttle and Launch Tower (limited
edition” release) a 1/144 scale injection plastic kit.
400 injected molded plastic parts in the box held by
1 clear and 28 white sprues. Decals are provided for
four different shuttles: Enterprise, Endeavour, Atlantis
and Discovery. item #04911

PeKo Publishing - KV Tanks on the Battlefield by Neil
Stokes; 12” x 8.5” hardcover book is 128 pages long
with 121 black and white photographs accompanied
by English and Hungarian text; ISBN # 9638962348

AC Models - 75mm (1:24 scale) figure
set: U.S.M.C. Stretcher Team, Peleliu, Item
#ACM75006. The resin kit comes complete
with five figures (one is on the stretcher)
and a nicely detailed base.

Hobby Boss - 1:35 scale injection molded
U.S. White 666 Cargo Truck (soft top);
Kit # 83802; contains 400 parts
(including chain, PE parts and rubber tires.)
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Panda Models - 1:35 scale:
Russian BMD-1, Airborne Light Attack Vehicle,
item # PH35004. The model also includes
PE detail parts.

Verlinden - 1:35 scale vignette; ‘Homeland Defense’.
Item #2780, This resin kit comes complete with
three figures (one is dead) and full ruin and groundwork details.
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to build up debris areas and added various
size cat liter and “stuff” for rubble. I also
hit the walls with future before tinkering
with them with washes, pencils and paint.
This seemed to help keep everthing in line
as far as adhesion.

Just Build it,
Tom Knapp leaves his comfort
zone to dive into the world of
diorama building!

you idiot!

The Kit:
Revell/Italieri PAK 40 with Lion’s
Roar PE and lots of bits of plastic.
The Figures:
Esci 7.5cm Light Infantry Gun (I
haven’t painted a figure since I
thought faces were only painted in
one color called Testor’s flesh!)
The Base:
Walls (donated by Scratch!) are
made from foam core, cork and plaster. Cobblestone is plastic on plastic
(I won’t do it that way again!) Debris
is cat litter, broken plaster and wall
bits where I cut up Scratch’s beautiful buildings. I also used various
model railroad scenic materials.

I consider myself an airplane modeler. However, my
exposure to all types of modeling through The Club,
“SIG’s”(Special Interest Groups), the contest shows
and internet have managed to bend my thought
pattern forever. I am relishing the reafirmation of my
childhood zeal for modeling ALL things that catch
my eye. The inexhaustible creative talent of my fellow modeling bretheren has widened my horizons
to look at EVERYTHING through a modeler’s eye
though with a somewhat warped viewpoint of the
world and a sense of humor. If this were a Scottish
poem it would say
“…‘tis to grab the wind, hold it and make it yer own”.
…...but, as Dave F. says, “I digress”.
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3) The more shades of paint I used in
whatever form of aplication (spray,
brush, or dry brush and using either
enamal or acryllic) the greater the
depth effect. I’ve heard this from Bart
C. forever but I never got it until I saw
it happen. I’m still working on this and
probably will be forever.
Basic Project Questions: OMG! Modeler’s Syndrone
setting in!
1) How do I blend and unify
the (3) components of the project into one
presentation?
2) There are (9) billion techniques and products out
there “What to do”?
3) How do I paint faces? Geesch,
How do I paint figures?
4) Acrylics are what? Paint? Since when?
Solution: Just build it you idiot, keep the brush on
the work!
NOTE: Surrounding yourself with people who are
incredibly skilled, creative modelers, and bouncing
ideas around at contests, club meetings and get
togethers will make you a better modeler. Having
modelers as friends and sharing a hobby is a priceless resource and a gift.

4) It is definitely a good thing to find a primer you
like especially for figures. I was never much of a
believer but having had to paint things over and
over because of adhesion problems is definitely a
waste of time.
5) Simply Green will take the Acylic Paint off my figure
mistakes much quicker than I can paint them.
It was a great learning tool as I stripped my (6)
practice heads three times before keeping them.
6) None of this is too hard or impossible!
So...Pick a different type of project and lose yourself
in it...like when we were kids. No Fear!
Happy Modeling!

What I learned: not in order, and probably known
to most of you. I hear “Preaching to the Choir”
a lot these days.
1) Milliput makes great sandbags and it is as incredibly quick and easy process. Robert M. gave me
the trick/tip to use a piece of cloth for texture
and run an exacto blade around the edge. Worked
great! First time!
2) A watered down wash of white glue will hold
groundwork in place. I used Elmer’s wood putty
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An illustrated

guide to prep and load
the Atomic

Bomb
By Ryan Crierie

NOTES: A large number of these photos were assembled from the RG-77-BT collection
in the Still Photo collection of the National Archives II building in College Park, MD.

Little Boy unit checked up to a bank of equipment;
possibly to test/charge components within the
device. Unknown whether this is a test unit or L-11;
the unit dropped on Hiroshima.

Project A (Alberta) member CDR A. Francis Birch (left) numbers Little Boy
Unit L-11 while Norman Ramsey (right) watches. This is the actual unit which
was dropped on Nagasaki.

Final Bomb Assembly

The aircraft that will carry the device is
then backed up slowly over the pit.
Pit Number One Today. This pit was used to load Little
Boy onto the Enola Gay. Identification was accomplished by historians from studying photographs of
the bomb loading sequences and comparing the bolt
holes in the photographs to the pits today.

Pit Number Two today. It was used
to load Fat Man onto Bocks’ Car.

Fat Man devices after they were assembled,
underwent a final procedure outside the
Assembly Building, where their crevices
were filled with putty, and then oversprayed
with sealant to maintain the proper
environment within the device during the
time it would take to deliver it to the target.

In this photograph, you can see the
putty being applied to the forward
polar plate.

Early Bombs

The sealant is now being applied via spray gun.

This is a frame taken from a color movie taken of the
sealant application, showing the color of the device
and sealant/putty.

“Thin Man” Plutonium Gun Type Bomb Casings in 1944. In the background
you can see “Fat Man” casings. It is unknown whether they are the early
Model 1222 “Fat Man” casings, which required 1,200 bolts to assemble, or
the later Model 1561 casings which were substantially easier to assemble
and which were used for the production versions.

Initial Bomb Assembly and Test

Workers have substantially completed application of the sealant. Note the
writing on the tail fin assembly and the logo on the bomb’s polar plate and
on the worker’s coveralls.

Photograph of personnel checking a casing.
A significant number of extra casings were
shipped to Tinian and used in various tests
with “dummy” bombs which contained all
the active components of a working atomic
bomb, but no fissile material to test out
and prove the assembly procedures for the
actual devices themselves.

Implosion Sphere for Fat Man
nearly assembled and about to
be placed inside it’s casing.
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Photograph from LANL History website showing
partially shrouded Little Boy unit designated L-1.
This unit was assembled with non-nuclear
components and dropped on 23 July 1945.
Test was a complete success.

once the device was virtually complete,
workers began to sign their names and
various exhortations onto the device.

The completed Fat Man device is
being lowered/checked over on it’s
transport dolly for the trip to the
airfield.
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Close up of names on tail assembly of Fat Man.

Bomb Loading

The completed bomb was then towed towards the airfield
under cover with an escort.

Alignment of the device with the aircraft’s bomb
bay proceeded with a lot of ‘hands on’ from fairly
high ranking personnel.

It’s destination? One of two bomb pits constructed on Tinian.
Preliminary pit alignment was proceeded with.

The device’s alignment was checked over
by eye and hand.

The towing cable was then disconnected from
the dolley as MPs kept watch.

Once it was aligned with the pit, the device was
then lowered down.

The device was then raised up on a hydraulic lift and the metal gutters which
guided it over the pit were removed.

Device almost lowered to the bottom of the pit. Device now fully seated in the pit.
Still covered with tarp for security
reasons.
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Alignment of the device with the aircraft’s bomb bay proceeded with a lot of
‘hands on’ from fairly high ranking personnel.

This is Unit L-11; the actual “Little Boy”
bomb being (or about to be) loaded into
the Enola Gay.

The device is nearly there...

Hydraulic lift has raised the device
about halfway into the bomb bay..

Once the device was aligned up, the security/
protective shroud was removed in anticipation of
loading.

View from within the pit showing the
dolley frame and the fully extended hydraulic lift..
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The device is now in the bomb bay and
is in the process of being attached to the
sway brackets that will secure it to the
aircraft.

LIVING
THE DREAM

Many model clubs are blessed with the presence
of some pretty darned good modelers on their
club rosters. The Pelikan club is one of them.
We have a number of talented modelers in our
ranks, but perhaps one of the Pelikans that stands
out among the rest is Randy Cooper.
Randy has, and is, living the dream: his hobby is
his work. Randy has been to the promised land of
modelmaking: Hollywood. His work has graced the
screen in a number of big films like:
• Batman Returns: (model builder)
• Starship Troopers: (model builder)
• Stargate: (model builder)

The Galileo Shuttle from the USS Enterprise
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by Bart Cusumano

• Spiderman 2:
(Doctor Octopus suit - co-design builder)
• Terminator 3: (flying Hunter Killer)
• A.I.: (Flesh Fair scene/ robots)
• Alien 3: (model builder)
• Chronicles of Riddick:
(weapons design and builder)
• Mafia: (model builder)
• Men in Black: (props/Ford P.O.S.)

• Bicentennial Man: (Robin Williams’ suit)

• Muppet Wizard of Oz:
(flying monkey motorcycles)

• Gentlemen Broncos: (model builder)

• No Way Back (Russell Crowe): (model builder)

• Ironclad: (model maker)

• Solar Crisis (his first Hollywood job)

• Ironman 2: (props/Mark2 interior tech)

• Team America: (model builder)
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The Roger Young from Starship Troopers

Randy’s own design and build: The Phoenix

Randy hard at work on the Ironman suit from Ironman 2.

Recently, I had a chance to chat with Randy about
his life and career.

kits were available.
Keep in mind that
the model world was
In the Beginning
quite different back in
Randy moved to Florida from Michigan with his family
the day. Things that
in 1970 when he was 11 years old. “The space program,
we take for granted
the moon landings is what got me interested in sci-fi.”
now, like state-of-theRandy credits his brother Gary for getting him into
art kits, after-market
model building. “I started with car models. My first
accessories, websites,
was a total disaster: the chrome wasn’t shiny, the
blogs and magazines,
clear parts weren’t clear and it was just a total mess.”
were either non-exisAfter cars, Randy flirted with aircraft and real space
tent or pretty limited.
models, but science fiction models were to take
Not knowing where
center stage.
The robot suit from
else to get his raw
Bicentennial Man
A Career is Born
materials from, Randy
The movie Poseidon Adventure got Randy thinking
told me, “I got most of my sheet plastic from lamp
about movie miniatures. “The special effects were
shades. I would peel off the outside layers of some
so well done and so believable.” The TV show Space
cheap shades and then would use the sheet plastic
1999 is what got Randy into scratch-building sci-fi
underneath for my scratch building and kit bashing.”
models. This inspired Randy to start his journey on
Sounds kind of funny now, but that resourcefulness
the kit-bashing, scratch building road making models
illustrated one of Randy’s best qualities: the ability
of sci-fi subjects for which no commercially available
to innovate and improvise.
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Eventually though, he discovered more conventional
(and easier) sources of plastic stock.
The film Star Wars was also a huge inspiration to
Randy. “The design of vehicles like the Millennium
Falcon were total free-form and didn’t follow any set
design towards aerodynamics.” This really opened
the floodgates of creativity. “Believe it or not, for me,
the Sand Crawler impressed me the most.”

Miner 49er, one of Randy’s early creations
Randy continued to scratch build and kit bash and
eventually scratch built a large model of the (original)
Battlestar Galactica (a four-month long project),
which was placed on display in a local hobby shop
around 1979. The model and Randy were featured in
a story in a local paper and eventually they caught
the attention of the owner of special
effects house company Frank’s
Garage, Frank Capello. Frank’s
Garage produced commercial
spots for companies like AMC
Midnight Movie Express. The
two immediately hit it off and
Randy went to work with Frank
as a model maker.

me that a company called Dream Quest needed model
makers.” So around 1988, Randy made the move.
With Frank’s coaching, he developed a unique style
of presenting himself and his work to potential
employers, eventually landing Randy a job with
Boss Films Group.
Randy’s first film work appeared in the movie Solar
Crisis. Another early job was on Batman Returns,
where he worked on the Gotham City miniatures.
His time at Boss Films elicited fond memories from
Randy, “They had this mezzanine there in the shop
where they stored old props and models. I enjoyed
going up there spending time checking it all out. I
especially remember the figure of Mr. Stay-Puft from
the movie Ghostbusters. The exterior vinyl coating
had all worn off leaving the metal frame underneath.
Very cool.” Work on the movie Starship Troopers,
was perhaps his favorite movie work.
Improvisation is the key to a good model maker and
Randy said that his craft was referred to as Improvised
Tech. A great deal of his work was also focused on
the manufacture of movie props, where detail is king.
Things like the girdle worn by the character Dr. Otto
Octavius which was used to hold the tentacles of
that villain. He also did a great deal of work on Iron
Man 2 supplying the fine detail work on the armor
suit worn by character Tony Stark. “We did all this
work on the fly, making it up as we went using no
plans.” Randy also says, “We were lucky to work in
an environment that supplied us with whatever we
needed to create the models and props for the films,
working in good conditions.” which Randy admits, is
not the way it was at other facilities.

Eventually Frank moved out
to California to pursue a career
as a writer and director. Randy
recalled how, “Frank convinced me
to move out to California, telling
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As it works out, some of Randy’s work ends up on
the cutting room floor. “For the movie Men in Black, I
worked up a bunch of details for the trunk of a car with
all kinds of pipes lighting and doo-dads, but it never
appeared in the film.” Must have been pretty cool looking
- too bad we didn’t get
to see it.
Full Circle
Eventually, Randy returned to Florida and
we are happy to have
him as a member of our
club. He lives with his
wife Annie, who has an
interest in model building
and encourages Randy’s
creativity. Randy still
builds models for himself.
When I asked him about
future movie plans, he
Randy’s rendition of
said that he may be
a Matrix hover ship
doing some work again
with his friend Frank on what he refers to as a
“Sci-fi war tank film”.

it’s not 100% accurate, but I don’t care - I’m building
it for myself and to my own standards.” We can’t wait
to see that project finished! In the end, Randy tells me
that he is able to complete four or five models a year
for himself, working in between satisfying the needs of
his business. His next ‘for-sale’
project will likely be a 1:18 scale
kit of the bubble ship from the
movie Oblivion. The kit will
be resin with vacuum formed
parts for the bubble.
When I asked Randy about
his dream project, “Oh, that’s
easy - the Spinner from Blade
Runner was my dream project.
It’s different from most of
my projects, since it’s built

The Malinta tunnel

He also would like to finish a studio-scale X-Wing
fighter model that he has completed all the way to
the base coat of paint.
When asked about what satisfies him the most about
model building, Randy replied, “That orgasmic reaction
once the finished model is put on the shelf.”
Additionally, painting is his most enjoyable and
satisfying aspect of the hobby. He also said that
the thing that frustrates him the most
about model making are kits that are just
no good - like the one he acquired of the
probe droid from Star Wars. “It was so
bad that I eventually just chucked it.”
While Randy appears to be the a-typical
modeler, in some things, he’s alot like the
rest of us guys. He does have an unbuilt kit
stash of about 30, 1:24 scale car models.
He also has other hobbies like collecting
die-cast cars in 1:18 scale and collecting
Action Figures, like Iron Man - things he

While not building a model for himself, Randy
manufactures limited-run resin kits for his company, Randy Cooper Models (http://randycoopermodels.com). His website is worth the visit.
The kits produce exacting replicas with great
attention to
details (I know
- I have one!).

A model from Randy’s first
Hollywood gig, Solar Crisis

Taxi
As for building
for himself, Randy
is currently working
on a new model
of the Battlestar
Galactica, from
the original series.
The model is huge
and will feature full
lighting effects. The
model itself was a
kit, but Randy was
not satisfied with it,
so he added tons
of his own details.
“The purists will
probably moan
about the fact that

I hope that this piece is a worthy tome to the life and
career to-date of our fellow club member and friend,
Randy Cooper. For those of you who know him, you
know that he’s a terrific stand-up guy
who is always more than happy to
talk about his work and share his
knowledge on the hobby and
how he does what he does.

chase scene from the 5th Element
and finished all clean and not weathered”. His current build of the Galactica is also the fulfillment of
a dream project. For future dream projects, Randy
listed the big intricately detailed ship Nostromo,
from the movie Alien and a full-tilt 18” Jupiter 2
model. “While I outgrew the show Lost in Space, the
ship itself, the Jupiter 2, will always be one of my
favorites.” He’s also keeping an eye on a very expensive and complicated kit of the life-ship Valley Forge
from the movie Silent Running. Then there’s the ship
Colonial One from the recent BSG show - not only
will the 18” model be lit, but it will also have an interior.
One project that Randy has heavy on his mind is his
1:350 Polar Lights kit of the original starship Enterprise
from the 60‘s series Star Trek. “I want to do it up
right with lights and all, even though the refit from
the first Trek movie is my all-time favorite Enterprise.”
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Admitting to be somewhat of an agoraphobic,
Randy muses as to how his hobby is perfectly suited
to keeping him at home. He is also very fortunate
to have the full support of his wife Annie. And for
those of you guys whose wives bust your balls about
your hobby, Annie has this to say: “I would tell those
wives that if they think that model building is such a
bad hobby, try being married to a guy who’s a drunk
sports fan
who expects
you to put
a fresh cold
beer in his
hand every
five minutes.” That,
I’m afraid, is
commentary
born of hard
experience
folks. As I
mentioned
earlier, Annie
The Kraken from Inner Space
also has
dabbled in model building, tackling a model subject
from the film Independence Day, which is a favorite
of hers. Some guys have all the luck . . .

loves,
but just
doesn’t
have the time
to make or build for himself,
not to mention that “they’re
some pretty high-quality stuff.”
Although his work is predominately in the movies, it
goes without saying that Randy is a huge fan of sci-fi
on TV. When I asked him what his favorite sci-fi TV
show was, he at first hesitated, but then answered,
“That would be the latest Battlestar Galactica, probably
because, it played not so much as sci-fi, but as a
drama.” He also is a great fan of all things Trek,
from the original TV series, to the movies.

Randy back in the day,
working on one of his
early projects

Oh and Randy, two more things:
• Ginger or Mary Ann? “Mary Ann, of course.”
• Kirk or Picard? “Hey I have the t-shirt:
Kirk’s the main man.”
I’d like to thank Randy for putting up with me on a
rainy Saturday afternoon.
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‘Hot Wheels’
by Mike Hanson

1993 Camaro Trans-Am Racer

Chevrolet has the record for the most manufacturer’s titles won in the Trans-Am racing
series, and the Camaro has won more than
any other model in the history of the race.
This car was originally driven by Jack Baldwin
in that series, and he was the first driver to
complete every lap in a season. The Camaro
has a custom-built tube-frame chassis by Riley & Scott, with fiberglass panels replicating
the look of a production car on every surface
except the roof and windshield, which according to Trans-Am rules had to be the parts
from the street car. The powerplant is a 570
horsepower, 310 cubic-inch Chevy V-8.
The 1/25 scale model from Revell is fairly
typical, and it does a decent job of capturing
the look of the car. There are actually two
Camaro Trans-Am cars from this mold –
the Hot Wheels car and the Rain-X Camaro.
This kit is molded in blue so expect to do
some serious priming. It features a fulldetail tube chassis and a removable hood
to display the racing engine underneath.
The large decal sheet replicates the Hot
Wheels markings, and are pre-cut along the
panel lines. All in all a good attempt at
modeling this championship race car.
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Brian Sibbitt: 1:72 scale SC-1 Seahawk;
Antares kit.

SHOWn’ TELL

Dennie Adams: 1:72 scale Fine
Molds Y-Wing Fighter

Jeff Price: Future soldier

Libby Brut: Painted flat –
“Gusty” with two new ones:
Dragon and Fish Lady.

Bart Cusumano: 1:72 scale
Mirage M3 Lee

MARCH

Dennie Adams: Por-shuh 962 1:24 scale;
Revell Germany

Karl Pople: 1:72 scale Italian fighter
Ed Brut: CSS Virginia; 1:96 scale Blue Jacket kit.

Battlestar Galactica : 1:2500 scale resin kit by JT
Graphics built by Randy Cooper

Randy Cooper: Blade Runner
“Spinner”; 1/12 scale scratch
resin build

Dennie Adams: 1:144 scale Academy
B-58 Hustler

Prez Dave Fredrickson: Ferrari 312T4; Tamiya 1:12 kit
Charlie Hess Hurricane collection
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George brown: 1:48 scale tank destroyer

SHOWn’ TELL
Brian Sibbitt pushes out another seaplane – this
time Italiano style.
John Binfield goes old school with a
1:48 Albatross.

Geore Hecht Calypso details

Dennie Adams: 1:144 scale Academy
B-58 Hustler

Bill Lyon presenting two planes
that he does not like: a T-6
racer and a T-6E from Monogram’s 1:48 scale kits.

Big Ed Brut shows us two Corgi die cast Se5A’s
in 1:48 scale.

Karl Pople: 1:72 scale Italian fighter

George Hecht goes wild with this Wallace and
Grommit motorbike and sidecar from Airfix. OOB
and he states that only God knows the scale.

George Shaffer comes back to earth
with Mr. Mulligan and a Laird’s racer
both from old Hawk kits in 1:48
scale. Unfortunately, he goes back
into the stratosphere with another
flying saucer.
George Brown: 1:48 scale Mustang

APRIL

Brian Sibbitt: 1:72 scale Sea
Mew; Sword kit

Roberto Marquinez: Dragon 1:35 scale
Sherman Firefly

Randy Cooper spreads awe and amazement again this month,
continuing his scratch-built Battlestar Galactica.

As if the BSG was not enough,
Randy brings another subject –
this time a Cylon fighter resin kit.

Joe Bivona goes airborne this month with
two biplanes – here’s one of ‘em.

Another biplane from Joe Bivona.

John Binfield makes chicken salad out
of ESCI’s chicken s _ _ t kit.

Guy Borgeson leaves the armor
behind for a nice bi-plane.

Steve Sobieralski goes wild in scratching this Fairey F-111F and catapult
for his enormous HMS Hood in 1/128
scale.

Nick Torrey drives a semi
into the meeting – a 1:24
scale Kenworth cab/trailer
from AMT.

Prez Dave amazes with his Accurate
Miniatures 1:48 scale Avenger – OOB

George Cost continues in his efforts
to go blind with another crazy 1:700
scale model: PE and all!
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Former convention treasurer
George Shaffer mystifies with this
UFO kit from no known maker, but
supposedly in 1:48 scale.
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George Hecht wears out two screwdrivers with
this Chinese production of a big P-51 Mustang.

First flown in February 1939, the
rugged and heavily armed F4F
Wildcat became the Navy/Marine
Corps premier fighter until late
1942. This F4F-3 is displayed in the
markings in which it was originally
painted when it flew from the
carrier Wasp (CV-7) during the
Neutrality Patrols protecting U.S.
shipping in the western Atlantic
Ocean in the months before the
United States formally entered
World War II.
Designed as a follow-on to the
F3F-2 biplane fighter, Grumman’s

XF4F, a biplane,
was turned down
by the Navy in favor
of Brewster’s F2A
Buffalo, a monoplane.
Returning to the
drawing board,
Grumman redesigned the aircraft
as a monoplane. The
resulting aircraft, the
familiar F4F Wildcat,
proved to be far more successful
than its Brewster counterpart.
In October 1938, an order was
placed for an improved F4F-3
incorporating larger wing area,
improved tail surfaces, and
powered by the R-1830 Twin Wasp
engine with two-stage supercharger. The new airplane showed
impressive maneuverability,
reached a top speed of 333 mph,
attained a 33,000 ft. service ceiling
and demonstrated an impressive
3,000 ft./min. initial climb rate.

used on other Grumman aircraft
such as the TBF and F6F).
Its introduction to the fleet virtually
doubled the fighter capacity aboard
ship and made the F4F-4 an ideal
aircraft for escort and light carrier
operations.

First flown in February 1939, the
aircraft so impressed the Navy that
54 of the -3 models were ordered
to supplement Brewster’s lagging
deliveries of the F2A.
Actual production models incorporated a lengthened fuselage
and a revised armament suite of
four .50-caliber machine guns in
the wings, along with under-wing
bomb racks. Later, self-sealing fuel
tanks and pilot armor, while adding weight, degraded performance
only slightly. Modifications to
engine cooling and cockpit ventilation were later improvements.
By 1940, the Navy was examining
wider use of escort carriers (CVE).
Much smaller than fleet carriers,
the CVE’s limited hangar and deck
space did not permit an adequate
complement of F4Fs because
the -3 did not have folding wings.
Roy Grumman then developed
the Wildcat’s unique wing-folding
mechanism for the F4F-4 (also

By the time the U.S. entered World
War II, the enemy already had felt
the Wildcat’s bite; on Christmas Day
1940, two British Martlet Is
(the Royal Navy’s designation for
the exported F4F-3) downed a
German Ju-88 near Scapa Flow, and
on 21 September 1941, two Martlet IIs
(equivalent of the F4F-4) from HMS
Audacity downed a giant Focke
Wolf Fw-200 bomber. For the Navy
and Marine Corps the Wildcat
became a mainstay during the first
year of the war. By the end of 1942,
Navy and Marine F4F pilots had
amassed a 9:1 kill ratio over the
Japanese, despite the reputation
of the vaunted Mitsubishi A6M Zero.
By war’s end the stubby Grumman
design had accounted for 1,006
enemy aircraft, and listed 58 aces
among its pilots.

WILDCAT

Specifications
Manufacturer:

Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.

Type:

Carrier-based fighter

Crew:

Pilot

Powerplant:

One 1,200 hp Pratt & Whitney
R-1830-76, -86

Dimensions:

Length:
28 ft., 9 in.
Height:
9 ft., 2 in.
Wingspan: 38 ft.
Weight:
Empty: 5,342 lb.
		
Gross: 8,152 lb.

WALKAROUND
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by Mike Hanson

Photos by Mike Hanson
For more aircraft, armor, auto, and other walkarounds,
visit the Pelikan web site at www.pelikanclub.org.
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Performance:

Max Speed: 328 mph at 21,000 ft.
Cruise Speed: 155 mph
Ceiling: 37,500 ft.
Range: 845 miles

Armament:

Six .50-in. machine guns;
two 100 lb. bombs

I saw this kit in its early stages when attending the IPMS/USA National Convention in Loveland.
The manufacturer is Alliance Modelworks™ and this appears to be their first complete kit to
be released. Steam Punk is best described as Victorian Era technology mixed with modern
concepts. For example I saw a film once which showed a steam powered airship which was
controlled by the pilot moving levers and turning valves. If you have an interest to delve
further a quick search on the internet will get you loads of information. It’s a fun subject for
building models and figures of the genre.

STEAMPUNK

and such. The decals will add interest and colour. A finely machined brass rod
is included as an optional antenna along with an optional star shaped array to
top the rod.
One area where I feel that the kit falls down a little is the instruction sheets. There are
four pages printed duplex on two sheets. For a garage kit they are really quite nice.
The problem lies lack of information and some inaccuracies. For example the
towing hook assembly shows a claw with a rotating grasp/locking “finger”.
While the drawing shows only one “finger” there are two supplied on the etch
sheet and mechanically, one would make no sense. I put one on each side.
Another example is what appears to be a hatch of some sort starboard and
forward of the conning tower. This consists of a resin hatch glued to a trunk
projecting from the hull. So far, so good. There are also three P.E. parts which
are shown as optional attachments to the top of that hatch and they would
just look weird if placed on top of the domed resin detail. No hint is given as
to how they should look when glued and attached. These parts are also given
incorrect call outs indicating they are on P.E. sheet “A” when they are actually
on sheet “B”. The positive thing about the inaccurate instructions sheets is that
(at least in my kit) I got three sets of the same sheets. All the same. Go figure.
Assembly: Here’s where the fun begins. It is the best of times and the worst of
time. I have no problem with assembling a resin kit and my preferred adhesive
for resin is two-part epoxy whenever possible. I think it gives a stronger and
more satisfactory bond. That is the best of times. CA on the other hand has
always been my nemesis.

Title: Steam Punk Coastal Submarine

SUB
by David Goudie

Scale: 1:144
Manufacturer: Alliance Model Works™
Manufacturer Web Site:
http://www.alliancemodelworks.com
Kit Supplied by: Author purchased from Sprue Brothers
(http://store.spruebrothers.com/default.asp)
MSRP: US $95.00
The Kit: The box itself is typical “Garage Kit” construction
with a very nice art of the model superimposed over an old
style map. The artwork also has the obligatory gears, Victorian
fonts and other stuff when doing anything “steam punk”.
Opening the sturdy box you will be greeted by well-padded
and packed parts. The resin parts are in separate zip-lock
bags. Detail on the castings is fine and extensive for the scale
of the kit. Most of the parts are what you would expect in a
better quality resin set of castings.
The photoetch is also bagged and there are two frets. The
larger of the pair is of a slightly thicker gauge. You will also
find a small decal sheet with U-boat style fish and numbers
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The most difficult part of the kit is the photoetch. The plus side of the etch
parts is that they are beautifully and finely rendered. The negative side of
the etch parts is that they are beautifully and finely rendered. At least for my
10-thumbs. I would recommend that the deck/rail integrated forward deck
parts be left until just prior to painting. I also recommend that the model be
mounted on the supplied display stand or other choice as soon as possible
in the assembly stage to prevent damage to the fine detail photoetch. I am
speaking mostly of the previously mentioned deck rails which will bend and
flex if you just look at them. That is how fine they are. The salvage manipulating claws are also very delicate and easily popped off. Mounting the entire
model onto a plaque when close to the finish will go a great distance towards
protecting the claws and fins from damage.
Painting: As an imaginary piece you can do about anything you want. I had
considered going Alclad II® Chrome as a possibility but then went with a fish
type theme. Using various shades of grey in a dark grey base and moving out
to a layer of lighter grey spots and stripes graduating to a green striping. I
made the hull underside a light grey below the waterline. All paints used were
Vallejo® acrylics.
When satisfied with my imaginary fish painting I added several decals from
the copious selection of decals and then used an orange brown colour to wash
rust stains from the ballast vents and various places I thought might be rust
locations.
Final touches: I epoxied my model to the plaque purchased at a local trophy
shop and sat back to admire the first actual kit completed in several years. By
the way the plaque purchased at the trophy shop was a reject. Cost me $2.00
for an 8x10” finished walnut base. Just had to use some Goo-Gone® to remove
tape residue. I did give the shop $3.00 because I figured for what I got $2.00
was not enough. It was fair and they guy will remember me.
To complete my display I added several decorative gears and stuff from a
“bag-o’-gears” for Steam Punk projects over the internet.
Verdict: Expensive kit; excellent casting of resin parts; extremely high quality
photoetch parts; highly original subject well executed. The manufacturer did a
great job on the photoetch but in being so good I had a minor nightmare dealing
with the exceptionally fine detail and delicate parts. That is my situation and
definitely not on the manufacturer.
Thanks for reading and I hope you find this useful.
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CMK’s BRITISH WW II
NAVAL 4 INCH HA DECK GUN

To ensure good alignment all parts were repeatedly dry fit. The most
important parts were the gun mount sides and the base as they setup
the correct assembly for the rest of the model. The instructions did
leave something to be desired, “the arrow points here” to assemble
would at times leave much to research as to exactly how an item
fit. Care must be taken on both the cannon body assembly and the
placement of the sight assembly. The sighting system was hard to fit
and align properly, and at times 3 hands were needed for assembly.
The railing assembly as mentioned above was delicate and a little
hard to align correctly. I used holding jigs, and superglue with
kicker to set things. I than applied epoxy at joints to make stronger
connections. Photo etched parts were elevation indicators and aerial
anti-aircraft sites. The cast resin standing platforms would have been
a nice touch in an open woven photo etched part.
Paint used was Humbrols no. 64 mixed slightly to give me a British
1930s paint color, I did not weather the gun as I was told the Brits
were very proud of HMS Hood and she was very well maintained,
especially before a special cruise.

Kit review and build
by Edward Brut

The Czech Republic’s (CMK) resin kit in scale 1/35th
scale, is of the British MK V, 4 inch 10.7cm( 4”/50)
deck gun. This gun was used from world war one to
the end of the second world war. The HA QF (High
Angle Quick Fire) gun was used on almost every
British combat and support ship, only to be replaced
by a double mount of the same gun or finally with
guns of larger caliber.

The kit contained 63 cream
colored resin pieces with 4
photo etch parts and 4 page
instructions.
As with all resin kits they have
a pour sprue to contend with
but I found none with one
exception to be very hard to
cut parts from the sprue and clean up. The railing
parts were the exception, the over pour on these
parts made removal without damage very difficult,
one railing in the kit arrived broken, and later proved
to be difficult to repair. If I was to do it over I would
have made the railings from brass rod copying the
resin part and soldering the parts together. All parts
were clean with little or no bubbles or serious bad
spots.
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I had wanted to construct this gun with a historical presents as I was
building it for a friend. I searched the internet to find a pictures of
the gun on some British or Austrian Navy ship. A historical web site
about HMS Hood gave me a good start showing the gun as is it was
mounted on her in the years of Empire Cruises of the 1920s. They
were the British equivalent to the United State’s Great White Fleet
cruises. One picture on the site caught my eye. The gun was pictured
on Hoods shelter deck with a park bench beneath her muzzle. Some
more research gave me a date and off I went.
Using planking of the correct scale width I formed a deck on the base
Teak. I added a scratch build “park bench” made from resin sides and
walnut wood slats to look like the historical photo. Machined and
scratch built the muzzle tampon (plug). A British helmet from SKP
Models was added to the bench seat. I ran a label on photo paper to
finish the gun. The combination of things to look at made the little
diorama, interesting and thought provoking. And as joked by other
club members, it was the best guarded park bench in the British
Navy.
All told, it took about 45 hours to complete the project. It was by
far the most difficult model I have undertaken from a kit, but with
patience it came out very much to my satisfaction.
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Pelikan Sneak-Peek

Pelikan Sneak-Peek

Italian Soldier in North Africa

Tarp Rolls & Crates Set #1
Reviewed by: Bart Cusumano

Reviewed by: Bart Cusumano

Scale: 1/72

Company: Osprey Publishing

Company: Value Gear

Price: $$18.95

Price: $11.50
The history of the Italian army in World
War 2 is an often misunderstood one,
colored by many unflattering rumors,
generalizations and misconceptions.
This latest issue in Osprey’s Warrior Series,
“Italian Soldier in North Africa 1941-43”,
tries to set the record straight and in doing
so, paints a harrowing and desperate
account of the hell experienced by the
Italian soldier during the North African campaign. Not only did they
battle opposing forces, but also their own incompetent command staff.
Severe shortages of food, water, equipment and adequate medical care
would plague the Italians for the entire campaign.
Typical of most Osprey publications, this one is done to a high standard and is
an interesting and engaging read. Paper stock is of good quality and will hold
up well to years of reading. Photos, while not large, are clear and it’s easy to
make out details in them (oddly, the same photo is used on page 28 and 33,
but with different captions!). The color plates by Steve Noon are spectacular
and provide excellent reference for figure painters or diorama aficionados.
Both photos and color plates feature adequate and informative captions.
This book is all about the soldier and his experiences. While there are photos
and discussion of equipment and weapons, it’s basically, I feel, a book geared
to figure painters if you look to it as a reference volume. Having said that, it is
also serves as a historical account of the Italian North African campaign.
At the bottom of the backside of the cover page was a welcome Rank
Comparison Chart which denoted the equivalent rank and title of the
Italian soldier to his American and British army counterparts. This is also
accompanied by some explanation of grammar and spelling as they relate to
the English and Italian languages.
The text provides a very real and detailed account of the hardships faced by
Italian troops. I had uncles who served on both sides of the North African
campaign: with Patton’s U.S. army and in in the Italian army. It was nice to
see that many of the after-dinner stories that I had heard in my youth were in
fact quite accurate. All but one of my uncles are now gone and I very much
enjoyed how this book brought so many of the old family stories back to me.
It also filled in ‘the gaps’ with a great deal of information regarding the full
picture as it were. Here to me is where the book shined: it was a well detailed
and fact-filled history that told it like it was. The only downside for me in this
book was that I felt the authors got too involved in the minutia of troop and
equipment numbers in the third section. Otherwise, on the whole, it was quite
informative.

If you’re into small-scale armor like me,
then you know that accessories like
tarps, boxes and such have been hard to
come by. Additionally, you usually had
to order from overseas e-shops and pay
an arm and a leg for the stuff, the quality
of which sometimes was not that great.
Well, thanks to our friends at Value Gear,
that situation just got a bit better.
Packaging
The “Tarp Rolls & Crates, Set #1”, comes in a clear, zip-lock 3.5” x 5” poly
bag which is stapled securely to a printed 3.75” x 7.25” fold-over card
backing. The bag contains 37 individual pieces of resin molded tarp rolls
and boxes - and individual means that there are no two items alike! There
is also a full-color 3” x 4-5/8” tip sheet (or card) on the preparation and
finishing of the resin product..
The Product
There is only one word to describe these little gems: exquisite. I was absolutely
blown away by the finely molded pieces. Remember, this is small-scale, 1:72
scale. The delicacy of the folded over tarp ends has to be seen to be believed.
I’ve bought and seen alot of small scale resin stowage items and I have to say
that to date, these are perhaps the best rendered pieces available out there.
Just look at the photos below and you’ll see what I mean. Some of the tarp rolls
even exhibit a very fine cloth texture - amazing. And all of that great sculpting?
That makes painting and finishing even easier. The uniqueness of each piece will
also make it easy to mix and match them to whatever purpose you need them
for: tank stowage or diorama content, or whatever.
Another great part of these pieces is that you won’t have to deal with pour
stubs - there aren’t any. There might be a wee bit of clean-up needed for some
light flash on the bottom of some of the pieces, but it really is quite easily
achieved with a standard X-Acto blade.
Conclusion
Although I already stated it, I have to say again that these Value Gear pieces
are perhaps the best stowage items that I personally have seen for small-scale
projects. The key word here is ‘value’, because that’s exactly what they
represent. You get 37 individual pieces of gear for $11.50. Not only would I
recommend buying this product, but I intend to buy more of it myself. The only
other thing that I have to say is, please Value Gear, more!

As you can tell, I really liked this book and hope to soon see others like it on
the same subject. If you like a good read, you’ll enjoy this book.
Many thanks to Osprey Publishing for supplying this review title and thanks to
IPMS USA for allowing me the opportunity to review it.
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What’s on the Tube?
For those of you who thought that YouTube was just a
repository for weird or funny videos, think again.
All of these how-to vid links were gleaned from YouTube.
You’d be amazed to see how much is available on so many
different subjects. Additionally, these links lead to many,
many others, some good, some not. But it’s still a wealth
of information and certainly beats trying to figure it out
on your own without any clue. Here’s a sampling:

What’s on the Tube?

Weathering: Pin Washes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
LfsFGZbiDLM

Painting figures with Acrylics:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
cF1i_kh8GFo
Panel line scribing:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXy4iZ5RDm8&feature=mfu_in_order&list=UL

Painting a model with a rattle-can:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spEyeQZhrMQ
Using Bare-Metal Foil:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
MAunw7ZVG1k
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Pelikan Man Cave Tour

Pelikan Man-Caves

Come along on the Pelikan Man Cave Tour and see where the “magic happens”
for the members of the Pelikan Model Club

Bart Cusumano

George Hecht
This my garage work space. I do all of my
airbrushing out here as well as prep work, or
anything else that will make a dusty mess.
I have my compressor (on the bottom right) and
airbrushes (six of them all together) on the left.
You may also notice the little fan behind the
compressor - that keeps the compressor from
overheating, sort of like the engine cooling on
an old VW Bug.

1/18 figures & boat high & dry

Model, parts and everything storage

This is my indoor work space - what I refer
to as my haven. I do all of my building and
finishing work in here. I have a large window
to my left for lots of light and a number of light
fixtures as well. My iMac is handy for all of my
reference photos. A bit messy at present with
four in-progress projects underway (the AMT
Enterprise NCC-1701B in 1:1000 scale, a 1:350
U.S. Navy frigate Reuben James, a 1:72 scale
Academy Ford GPA amphibious jeep and an
old Airfix/MPC Boeing 737 in 1/144th scale).
The hardwood floors make finding dropped
parts alot easier than the old carpeting.

Behind me is a bunch of shelves for displaying
my finished stuff as well as my reference books
and other collectibles. My Westies also have
their own beds in here as well, since they like to
hang with me while I work.

I got a new stick deodorant today.
The instructions said:
“Remove cap and push up bottom.”
I can barely walk, but whenever
I fart, the room smells lovely
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Reference library

High & dry annex, history and reference

Daily 45 aircraft airshow

More of the Daily 45 aircraft airshow
Work area-lots in progress
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May 16th & 17th 2015
Oldsmar, Florida

Pelicon‘15
Hampton Inn & Suites
Tampa Northwest / Oldsmar
4017 Tampa Road
Oldsmar, FL 34677
For more information fly on over to: www.pelikanclub.org

JOIN IPMS

IPMS/USA is dedicated to the hobby (and fun) of Scale Modeling. It was started by Jim Sage, of
Dallas, Texas, in 1964. There are now branches of IPMS all over the world. Our Local Regions and
Chapters sponsor Model shows and contests every year, but you needn’t be a member to visit the
shows or attend the club meetings!
With IPMS/USA Membership, you will receive the outstanding IPMS/USA Journal six times a year it includes features on all modeling subjects such as aircraft, armor, automotive, ships, figures you name it! You will also find listings of IPMS contests, swap meets, hints and tips, and reviews.
Membership also qualifies you to participate in IPMS/USA sanctioned contests, and particularly in
our World-famous National Convention, held each summer. As a member, you’ll also be able to
access our online Discussion Board, where a wide variety of modeling topics are discussed, and
enjoy interaction with other serious modelers for help with questions about modeling techniques
or the Society in general. Many Hobby Shops and Model Vendors around the USA offer discounts
to IPMS/USA Members.
Memberships are available in several types:
Junior: 17 years old or Younger, $12.00 per year
Adult: 1 Year $25.00
		

2 Years $49.00

		

3 Years $73.00

Family: Adult Membership plus $5.00 (Additional Membership cards as requested)
Canada or Mexico: $30.00 per Year
Foreign: $32.00 per Year (Journal via Regular Mail) or $55.00 per year (Journal via Air Mail)
Payment Information: Online Payment may be made via Credit Card only.
Downloadable IPMS/USA Application Form (in PDF, 100KB).
Applications using payment via Check or Money Order should be printed and mailed to:
IPMS/USA
Dept. H
PO Box 2475
N. Canton, OH 44720-0475
For any questions or problems with your membership application/renewal,
please contact the IPMS/USA Officer Manager, Ms. M.J. Kinney, at manager@ipmsusa.org

